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Carl Bass, President and Chief Executive Officer of
Autodesk (centre) with (left to right) Glenn McMinn,
President, Delcam North America; Clive Martell, Chief
Executive, Delcam; Steve Hobbs, Development Director,
Delcam; and Bart Simpson, Commercial Director, Delcam

On February 7th, Delcam was acquired by
Autodesk, Inc, a world leader in 3D design software
for entertainment, natural resources, manufacturing,
engineering, construction, and civil infrastructure
with annual revenues of more than US$ 2 billion.
This transaction will create new opportunities for
sharing and transfer of technology and expertise
between the companies, which will provide future
benefits to Autodesk and Delcam customers.

Delcam joins Autodesk
In recognition of the company’s deep
CAM knowledge and expertise, Autodesk
has established Delcam as a wholly-owned,
independently-operated subsidiary, so the
company can continue to deliver its industryleading software to its global customer base.
Delcam will maintain its focus on accelerating
the growth of its market share in the
manufacturing sector, with the added strength
that will come from being part of a larger
organisation. Customers will continue to be
supported by the skilled and experienced
engineers for which the company is renowned
through its global network of Subsidiaries,
Joint Ventures and Sales Partners.
The combination of Autodesk and Delcam brings
together a global leader in design software and
the world’s leading specialist supplier of CAM
software and services. Over the past 30 years,
Autodesk has grown far beyond its roots in
generic 2D design to become a global leader
in design software and cloud services. Through
internal development and investments, Autodesk
has built and acquired a broad range of
technology that has enabled it to develop
specialised software for its customers across
the architecture, engineering, construction,

infrastructure, manufacturing, automotive, media
and entertainment industries. The acquisition
of Delcam is an important strategic step in
Autodesk’s expansion into manufacturing and
fabrication beyond its roots in design.
Delcam has more than forty years’ experience
in CAM, having arranged the world’s first public
display of CAM technology at the Machine Tool
Exhibition held in Olympia, London, during June
1972. The company’s current status in the
industry was confirmed in the latest NC Software
Market Analysis Report from leading US analysts
CIMdata. The Report showed that, in 2012,
Delcam again had the highest vendor revenues
and received the highest end-user payments of
all the CAM-centric companies. This meant that
the company had completed thirteen years as
the world’s leading specialist supplier of CAM
software and services.
The CIMdata report also confirmed that Delcam
continues to employ the largest development
team in the CAM industry, with over 200 people
working on the company’s manufacturing
software.
“Autodesk brings to Delcam increased financial
strength, unparalleled expertise in design, and a

long history of making technology accessible
to broad audiences. By sharing our technology
and expertise, this transaction will transform
industries and improve how the world is
designed and made,” said Clive Martell,
Delcam’s Chief Executive. “Delcam will continue
to operate as it did prior to the acquisition by
Autodesk, without any significant changes.
This structure reflects Autodesk’s trust in and
respect for Delcam’s solutions, leadership and
organisation. We are excited to come together
to progress the vision, development and
implementation of technology for digital
manufacturing.”
“The acquisition of Delcam is an important
step in Autodesk’s continued expansion into
manufacturing and fabrication and beyond
our roots in design. Together with Delcam, we
look forward to accelerating the development
of a more comprehensive Digital Prototyping
solution and delivering a better manufacturing
experience,” said Buzz Kross, Senior Vice
President for Design, Lifecycle and Simulation
Products at Autodesk. “We welcome the Delcam
employees, customers, partners and community
to Autodesk.”
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For more news, go to www.delcam.com and www.delcam.tv
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Bloodhound SSC
sponsorship
Delcam has become an SME Sponsor
for the Bloodhound SSC (SuperSonic Car)
adventure. Bloodhound SSC aims to
set a new world land speed record
of 1,000mph in South Africa in 2016.

Delcam has become an SME
Sponsor for Bloodhound SSC

Delcam will support the project with its
manufacturing software and expertise, and will
also produce some components for the recordbreaking vehicle in its Advanced Manufacturing
Facility. Several Delcam customers and technical
partners are already involved in using the
company’s CADCAM software to manufacture
parts for the ultimate jet- and rocket-powered
racing car.
Bloodhound SSC represents an extreme
sporting challenge that is already creating a
huge stir in the world’s media. The project will
push engineering and science beyond the

boundaries of known technology and so will
have technical innovation at its heart.
Innovation is a key component of Delcam’s
business philosophy. The company invests
around one quarter of its turnover in research
and development. As well as contributing to
Delcam’s rapidly growing sales, the results of
these developments have been recognised
with three Queen’s Awards for Innovation.
Education is another objective of Bloodhound
SSC with which Delcam can relate. The
project is a major showcase for engineering
and science, with over 5,500 schools and

colleges now using Bloodhound materials in
class to excite and inspire the next generation
of engineers.
“Delcam is pleased to be joining the Bloodhound
SSC team,” commented Commercial Director,
Bart Simpson. “Our software is used already
at all levels of the automotive and autosport
industries, from the leading teams to specialist
subcontractors, where it helps manufacturers
of metal and composite parts to maximise
productivity, improve quality and reduce lead
times. We believe that our association with
Bloodhound SSC will support further growth
in the sector.”

Sedbergh
School wins
BJA Award
Sedbergh School was the winner of the
Newcomer of the Year Award at the British
Jewellers’ Association Awards held in
Birmingham in December. Delcam has
recently developed a close partnership with
the School and the School of Jewellery
in Birmingham to encourage more young
people into jewellery as a career.
Sedbergh, an independent co-educational
school based in Cumbria, took the decision to
invest in teachers and high-quality facilities to
enable its students to study jewellery production
three years ago. Since then, a total of over 250
students have had the chance to try their hand
at jewellery and silver-smithing, including the
opportunity to design their own pieces with
ArtCAM JewelSmith software.
The school now has both GCSE and A-level
options that allow students to specialise in
jewellery design and manufacture. Last summer,
its first GCSE candidates passed their
examinations with flying colours. Sedbergh also

David Stokes from Delcam (second left)
with staff from Sedbergh School at the
BJA Awards ceremony

became the first school in the country
to be granted membership of the BJA.
The recent arrival of Jeweller in Residence,
Christine Davies, a BJA Baxendale Award
Winner in 2009, and the installation of a state-ofthe-art Roland MDX540 sponsored by Delcam
has reinforced the strength of both the teaching
and equipment at the school. Pupils, aged 13
to 18, are now equipped to produce industryquality designs, from simple gemstone rings
and pendants to complex investment castings.

One of the designs
produced by Sedbergh
students with Delcam’s software
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PowerMILL at SAIC
European Design Centre
SAIC Motor UK has chosen PowerMILL to program a Kolb StudioLine M five-axis milling
machine that was installed during 2013 as part of a major expansion of the company’s
European Design Centre in Longbridge, Birmingham.
SAIC is one of China’s largest automotive
companies, producing around 4.5 million
vehicles in 2012. The company operates joint
ventures in China with General Motors and
Volkswagen, and also produces the Roewe
range, one of the few domestic Chinese luxury
car brands. SAIC acquired the MG brand in
2007, with both styling and engineering
continuing to be developed on the company’s
historic Longbridge site.

SAIC chose PowerMILL to program its Kolb
StudioLine M five-axis milling machine

The European Design Centre, which was
a £5 million investment when it was originally
established in 2010, is focused primarily on MG
vehicles but also provides design input to SAIC’s
Roewe models. The Centre added its first
machining facilities early in 2013 as part of a
£1.5 million expansion that doubled its size to
make it one of the largest automotive design
studios in the UK. The Kolb machine is being
used to produce scale and full-size models of
new designs, as well as concept vehicles and
show cars for international exhibitions. Prior to
this investment, all machining of this type was
subcontracted to a number of UK suppliers.

As well as ensuring that the exterior appearance
would reinforce the fun and sportiness that lies
at the heart of the MG brand, the designers
and engineers were tasked with producing an
exceptional amount of space and versatility in
a very compact five-door package. Extensive
work from the team resulted in an interior design
that will easily accommodate four 6ft individuals,
a level of accommodation typically associated
with larger cars.
“The main reason for bringing the work in-house
was to give us a faster turn-around of new
designs,” explained SAIC Design Operations
Programme Manager, Darren Redhead. “While
computer visualisations have become more
realistic, we still need to physically make styling
models in clay as part of our design process.
We can now produce models in days instead
of the weeks that it was taking when we were
outsourcing our designs.” With a typical design
project requiring four scale models and two
full-size models for both the exterior and interior,
these savings make a significant contribution
to cutting the overall development times.
“We were offered an alternative programming
system with the machine by Kolb,” remembered
Mr. Redhead. “However, when we spoke to
modelling teams in Germany that were using
the StudioLine M, they said that they preferred
to use the Delcam software. They told us that
PowerMILL was more intuitive to use for
modellers, as well as being able to take full
advantage of the five-axis capabilities of the
machine. We wanted to have an experienced
user to program the
machine but also to

The PowerMILL interface was more intuitive, making it easier
for part-time users

train two of our modellers to be able to use
the software if he was busy. Ease of use was
essential for these part-time users.”
“Strong support was another important factor,”
he added. “The Delcam support desk has
provided excellent service, especially when
the machine was first installed and we needed
some modifications to the post-processor for
the Fidia control.”
“Overall, we’ve been very happy with the whole
investment,” concluded Mr. Redhead. “We’ve
been running the machine five days a week
since it was installed and have machined
hundreds of products with consistently excellent
results. With the savings in external costs that
we are achieving, I expect to have a payback
time of less than eighteen months for the Kolb
machine and the Delcam software.”

The first projects for the Delcam software were
part of the final development stages of the MG3,
the stylish small car that is the second model
range in the new generation of MG vehicles
being introduced at the Birmingham factory.
Its unique and contemporary styling,
which gives the car a touch of flair
from every viewing angle, was
entirely the work of the SAIC
European Design Centre.

The first projects for
the Delcam software
at SAIC were part of the final
development stages of the MG3
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Delcam software is at the heart of a new hybrid repair machine
launched by Hamuel Maschinenbau at last year’s EMO exhibition
in Hannover. The significance of the new machine was recognised
with an EMO Award from industry magazine MM Maschinenmarkt.

Software for
hybrid repair
The Hamuel hybrid machine is capable of
remanufacturing high-value metal components,
such as turbine blades, in order to give them
a second life instead of manufacturing new
parts. This gives a decisive cost advantage,
in particular when high-value and complexshaped components are concerned.
The machine combines five technologies in one
unit – five-axis CNC milling, laser cladding, robot
polishing, inspection and laser marking. Any of
these processes can be combined, as required
by the particular project. The equipment costs
only a fraction of the price of a multi-machine
repair cell, as well as saving on floor space.

has been responsible for the 3D laser cladding
element. Laser cladding is essentially a weldingbased method of additive manufacturing that
allows high-integrity material to be deposited
onto the part being repaired. It can be carried
out with virtually all conventional welding metals,
with the focused heat input allowing cladding
of even difficult-to-weld materials.

Automatic methods developed by Hybrid
Manufacturing Technologies allow the Hamuel
equipment to change between manufacturing
processes as easily as a conventional machine
can change between milling cutters.
Changeover takes less than ten seconds
typically and can be called up during any
part program using only a few M-codes.

A typical application for the machine is the repair
of a worn blade on an impeller. Using a hybrid
machine, it is possible to remove the damaged
area by milling off the worn material and then
build the material back up using the cladding
technology. A second machining operation,
using high-speed five-axis milling, then produces
the final shape, with a smooth transition
between the original part and the new material.
Polishing and laser marking can be undertaken
to complete the component, if required. In-cycle
part inspection, using Delcam’s adaptive
machining software, provides feedback to
orientate the parts, assess defects and ensure
accuracy throughout the various stages.

Another partner in the development, the
Manufacturing Technology Centre in Coventry,

The adaptive machining software also
customises the NC program to repair each

The Hamuel hybrid machine is
controlled by Delcam software

component on an individual basis. It ensures
that the machine delivers exceptional accuracy
and reliability, even when repairing parts with
varied service histories. In addition, the ability
to undertake multiple processes without having
to remove the part from the machine supports
higher precision, repeatability and reproducibility.
While the initial aim is to produce a component
“as good as new”, at a fraction of the cost
of manufacturing a new part, the cladding
operation can even produce parts with improved
technical characteristics. Laser cladding allows
super alloys to be used for specific sections of
the blade profile to enhance the performance
and improve the properties of the component.
This targeted cladding with an enhanced
material can result in superior durability over
the original material.

Okuma Partners in THINC
Delcam has been selected for membership in Okuma
America’s Partners in THINC. Delcam’s CAM solutions
are used by a variety of leading Okuma customers
across a broad spectrum of industries and applications.
Partners in THINC is a collaborative
network of over 40 companies that service the
metal-cutting and manufacturing industries with
specialised software, equipment and expertise,
plus a commitment to solve problems and
increase productivity for end users. With
Okuma's open architecture, PC-based THINC®OSP control as its nucleus, Partners in THINC
strive to provide the best possible integrated
solutions to their end users.
“We are excited to announce our new
partnership with Delcam,” said Jeff Estes,
Director of Partners in THINC. “The company’s
expertise and dedication to helping
manufacturers obtain the highest level of
profitability possible through its CAM technology,
makes it a great addition to Partners in THINC.”

“The opportunity to partner
with Okuma in this manner is
a unique opportunity for both
of our organisations,” added
Delcam’s Chief Executive,
Clive Martell. “By joining
forces with Okuma, we
will have the opportunity to
further improve our products’
integration with Okuma
equipment and controls,
so allowing Okuma users
to become even more
productive when using our
software to program their machine tools.”
For more information on Partners in THINC,
visit www.okuma.com/partners-in-thinc.

A simulation of a complex part programmed in PartMaker
for manufacture on an Okuma Multus machine
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Delcam has added the
45,000th customer for its
range of CADCAM software –
PT Astra Honda Motor in
Indonesia, which recently
ordered seats of PowerMILL
and PowerSHAPE, plus
the Delcam Electrode
and FeatureCAM Wire
EDM programs.

H.E. Mr. Mark Kent, British
Ambassador to Thailand (right),
presented a plaque to Bambang
Nugroho, General Manager
of Delcam Indonesia, to mark
Delcam’s 45,000th customer

A plaque marking this landmark sale
was presented by H.E. Mr. Mark Kent, British
Ambassador to Thailand, to Bambang Nugroho,
General Manager of Delcam Indonesia, during
the Delcam Asian Technical Summit held
in Bangkok on 21st and 22nd August.
PT Astra Honda Motor is the leading pioneer
of the motorcycle industry in Indonesia. It was
founded on June 11, 1971, with the initial name
of PT Federal Motor. At that time, the company
only assembled motorcycles, using components
imported from Japan.
Total production in the first year was only
1,500 units, but this jumped to around 30,000
in the second year. Soon after, the company
began the production of motorcycle
components in Indonesia.

45,000th customer
Currently, PT Astra Honda Motor has three
main plants in Indonesia employing about
18,000 people, with a combined production
capacity of 4.2 million motorcycles per year.
The total volume of motorcycles produced
by the company reached 35 million in 2012.
Bambang Nugroho, General Manager of
Delcam Indonesia, commented, “We are
extremely pleased to have made the sale that
takes Delcam to 45,000 customers. We look
forward to working with the staff at Astra Honda
Motor to help them produce motorcycles that
are fun to ride, safe and economical, and so
meet the expectations and needs of the people
of Indonesia.”

A record number of delegates attended Delcam’s 2013 Sales Partner Meeting, a reflection of the company’s growing staff numbers

Over 50 staff added
Delcam added more than 50 extra staff to its international workforce
during 2013 to give a total of more than 700 employees within the
organisation by the end of the year.

PT Astra Honda Motor is a leader in
the Indonesian motorcycle industry

In addition, well over 150 more people are
employed in Delcam’s Joint Venture companies
in Europe and Asia. The largest of these
companies, Delcam’s extremely successful
Korean Joint Venture, Hankook Delcam, has
over 50 staff.
Just under half of the new positions were
created at Delcam’s headquarters in

Birmingham, with the others added at the
company’s fifteen international subsidiaries in
Europe, America and Asia. The new staff were
added across the company’s activities, with
extra jobs introduced in software development,
customer support, consultancy services and
sales.
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Extra five-axis machining
Delcam Professional Services has increased the range of five-axis machining equipment
within its Advanced Manufacturing Facility with the addition of a Mori Seiki NMV 5000 machine.
This latest expansion of the equipment in Birmingham follows increased
demand for the company’s process development and prototype
Delcam Professional Services also supports
manufacturing
companies whose own
manufacturing services.

The new Mori Seiki machine
extends the five-axis machining
capacity within Delcam
Professional Services

The Mori Seiki machine extends the ability
of Delcam Professional Services to undertake
high-speed, high-precision five-axis machining of
complex parts. The design is ideal for prototype
and short-run production work because it allows
excellent access to the workpiece and easy,
efficient operability. It will be used in Birmingham
initially for process development projects for
mid-sized aerospace parts.
The primary focus of Delcam Professional
Services is to work with clients, mainly in the
aerospace and power generation industries,
to improve their manufacturing processes by
increasing productivity, improving accuracy
and shortening lead times. For the majority
of projects, these improvements are achieved
through the use of adaptive machining, Delcam’s
unique combination of machining and inspection
technology.

engineering resource is needed to maintain
its existing operations. The services provided
can vary from supplying extra design and
programming resources when existing staff are
overloaded, through to developing dedicated
software to automate existing manufacturing
methods or to establishing completely new
turnkey processes for the manufacture
of novel designs.

The Professional Services team cooperates
closely with its clients to enhance their existing
design and manufacturing operations, usually
by using a combination of Delcam’s software
to develop specific solutions to the company’s
productivity and quality problems. The team
often works with a network of suppliers of
related technology, including machine tools,
cutting tools and inspection equipment, to
ensure that a comprehensive turnkey solution
can be provided when required.

Additive manufacturing
for jewellery
The UK’s jewellery sector is set
to benefit from a major £471,000
research and development project
called Precious that began in
November with a kick-off meeting at
Delcam’s Birmingham headquarters.
The project, to be managed by
Delcam, will make a definitive step
change to the current use of additive
manufacture for precious metal
jewellery through an empirical set of
trials, benchmarks and demonstrators,
making it easier for the whole UK
supply chain of design, manufacture
and retail to adopt the technology.
The Precious project is being undertaken
by a consortium of five organisations that, in
addition to Delcam, includes Cookson Precious
Metals, Lionel T Dean/Future Factories, the
Jewellery Industry Innovation Centre and
Finishing Techniques.
The project is receiving £212,000 of support
from the UK’s innovation agency, the Technology
Strategy Board. It is aimed at rapidly bringing to
full commercial maturity the process of additive

The Precious kick-off meeting was held at Delcam last November

manufacturing of precious metal jewellery items
that is currently at varying stages of partial
readiness at a small number of UK companies.
Project Manager, Jan Willem Gunnink from
Delcam, stated, “The UK is an internationally
recognised and important supplier of quality
jewellery to the world’s markets but is constantly
threatened by cheap imports from low labour
cost economies. The Precious project is

intended to offer a viable alternative
manufacturing option to those who supply
jewellery at the middle to higher end of the
bespoke and personalised jewellery market.
New online business models that exploit additive
manufacturing are expected to be created and
should add innovative design-driven impetus to
the more traditional high street retailing sectors.”
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Delivery time
cut by 60%
A combination of FeatureCAM and two new five-axis
machine tools has reduced the delivery time on a
typical challenging part for the aerospace industry
by about 60%, according to Bob Lewis Machine Co
President, Jeff Lewis.
Bob Lewis founded his eponymous
company in 1975 in his garage in Torrance,
California, with a Bridgeport mill and three
drill presses. Over the years, the company has
added more equipment and moved to larger
facilities up to its current 10,000 square foot
facility in Gardena, California. A comprehensive
CNC programming department was added
to support the growing number of CNC
machining centres before Bob Lewis retired
in 2001 and Jeff Lewis took over the
management of the company.
Jeff Lewis explained that the company
philosophy was “to take on work that others
will not do”. To support this approach, the
company substantially improved its machining
capabilities a few years ago by purchasing
two five-axis CNC machines. However, the
CNC programming software used at the time
was not able to fully access the capabilities
of the machines.
“I spoke to a friend in the area that owned
several five-axis machines and he recommended
FeatureCAM strongly,” Jeff Lewis remembered.
“He told me that, by automating many aspects
of the programming process, it simplifies the
task and makes it go faster. He also said that
Delcam provided excellent technical support.”

By reducing the number of set-ups on
parts like this housing, Bob Lewis can
reduce machining times dramatically

With such a strong recommendation, the
company had no hesitation in purchasing
FeatureCAM. It soon found that the new
software made programming easy, even for
the most complicated parts for machining
on both the new five-axis machines and the
existing three-axis equipment.
By taking full advantage of the five-axis
machines, the company is now able to reduce
the number of set-ups required to machine
complex aerospace parts from ten or twelve
to two. This is because both the part and tool
can be moved so that the tool can access the
part from nearly any angle.
The company now has six networked computers
running FeatureCAM that are used to generate
programs for all sixteen of its CNC machine
centres. With the software, programmers at
Bob Lewis Machine can access every capability
of the five-axis machines, including drilling
holes at multiple angles in a single set-up
and machining surfaces at compound angles.
The company now saves substantial amounts
of time and money that were previously spent
building fixtures and changing the part from
one fixture to another. Relationships between
different features can now be held much more

With FeatureCAM, Bob Lewis can take on more complex parts

closely than in the past by machining them
in the same set-up.
“Our use of FeatureCAM and five-axis machining
has substantially increased the capabilities of
our company,” Jeff Lewis said. “By reducing
the number of set-ups on the typical complex
aerospace part, we dramatically reduce the
amount of time required to make the part.
FeatureCAM provides a major contribution
by making the machines perform to their full
capacity while also reducing programming time.”
“We could not be happier with the service
and support we are receiving from Delcam,”
he added. “When Marcelo Hermosillo, our
Operations Manager, had issues in dealing with
a particularly complex part, he contacted the
FeatureCAM support team. They responded
quickly and showed him a new way to tackle
the problem that he had never seen before.”

Operators at Bob Lewis found that
FeatureCAM made programming easier
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FeatureCAM Automa
for drill manufacture
Burintekh, a leading developer and
manufacturer of tools for drilling and
maintenance of oil, gas and mining
wells, has added FeatureCAM to cope
with the ever-increasing complexity
of its customers’ designs and the
constant pressure for faster delivery.
Burintekh, which was founded in 1999, has
a modern production base equipped with the
latest equipment, including a range of multi-axis
machining centres, and effective quality control
at all stages of production. This allows the
company to produce a wide range of
competitive products, meeting all the
requirements and wishes of the most demanding
customers. For its achievements, Burintekh
was awarded the honorary title of “Best
Industrial Company of the Republic of
Bashkortostan” in 2009.
As part of its development programme, the
company acquired several new turning, milling
and five-axis machines during 2011 and 2012.
The next stage was to add a powerful and
versatile CAM system that could unleash the
full potential of the new production equipment.
FeatureCAM was chosen because it could
provide fast, automated programming for the
full range of machine tools at Burintekh.
Among the most challenging projects is the
manufacture of roller-cone drill bits for tools used
in drilling oil and gas wells. The manufacture of
this type of product on CNC machines requires
the development of highly complex machining
programs. These programs would be almost
impossible to create without the use of a
modern CAM system but are handled easily in
FeatureCAM according to Arthur Islamgulov,
the engineer at Burintekh responsible for the
full complement of machine tools.
The first stage is to turn blanks of the basic
shape on a lathe. CNC milling of the detailed
design is then carried out on a five-axis machine
tool. FeatureCAM is first used to generate

The most challenging
projects at Burintekh
include the manufacture
of roller-cone drill bits

Burintekh specialises in
the manufacture of drill
heads for oil, gas and
mining wells

The 2013 R2 version of
PowerINSPECT offers a
new method for automated
inspection of edges of parts,
improved display of deviations,
support for a wider range
of geometric features,
more flexible simulation
and additional dimensioning
options for radial features.
Full details are on the
PowerINSPECT website –
www.powerinspect.com.

toolpaths for each size of tooth within the drill
design. It then duplicates the various programs
as required to produce toolpaths for all the other
teeth. Once the complete program has been
created, the shape produced by FeatureCAM
can be compared with the original 3D model of
the part to ensure that the whole design will be
produced within tolerance.

The new adaptive method for edge
inspection on CNC CMMs provides
improved measurement of thin-walled,
flexible components such as sheet metal
pressings, including automotive body panels,
thermoformed plastic parts and composite
parts. It uses a two-touch measurement
sequence. The first touch is made on the surface
of the part close to the edge being measured.
This gives the true position of the surface and
the related edge so that a second touch can be
made on the edge with the centre of the probe.

High pr
Part compare in FeatureCAM allows the shape
produced to be compared to the original 3D model

As well as appreciating the benefits of his
FeatureCAM software, Mr. Islamgulov praised
the support from the technical experts at Delcam
Ural. “One of the key factors in our successful
deployment of the software has been the regular
technical support from Delcam Ural,” he said.
“Senior Support Engineer, Alexander Dementiev,
provided us with an excellent level of training,
and followed that up with timely and high-quality
support for even our most complex tasks.”
One particularly important area for assistance
was modifying the standard FeatureCAM postprocessors to match exactly the equipment at
Burintekh. This was initially carried out soon
after FeatureCAM was first purchased. However,
improvement of these post-processors is still
being carried out because, with the passage of
time, the users within the company learn about
new functions in their machines and, of course,
they have a desire to use these features.

Italian mouldmaker, Fomar
Stamp, has switched to
PowerMILL for all its
programming to help the
company to achieve the high
precision and high quality
demanded by its customers.
Founded almost forty years ago, Fomar
Stamp designs and produces high-precision
multi-cavity moulds for the plastic industry.
Founders Clemente Fontana and Egidio

Fomar Stamp now uses PowerMILL to program all its machines
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ated edge inspection
of the deviation for each point and so to highlight
the location of any major problems.
The range of geometric features that can be
measured with PowerINSPECT has been
extended with the addition of new construction
options. These include an ellipse feature and
two new torus-based circular intersections
that can help in the measurement of tubing
and pipework, engine ports and casings for
turbomachinery. In addition, a line can now be
created at a fixed distance parallel to a reference
line and then be used to check clearances.
New options have also been added for the
measurement of full or partial radial features.
PowerINSPECT can now display the major
and minor circles when dimensioning a torus,
display the radius or diameter when measuring
a cylinder, and display the half-angle of a cone.
PowerINSPECT 2013 R2 includes an adaptive method for edge-point measurement

The two-touch approach allows accurate,
automated inspection of edges, even on
components that have been distorted relative
to the nominal CAD geometry. As with other
PowerINSPECT options, the new method can
be programmed, simulated and edited offline.
During measurement, PowerINSPECT will
adapt the probe paths for the edge points
automatically, according to the actual position
of the measured edge of the part.

Reports from PowerINSPECT have been made
even easier to understand with new options to
display the deviation of probed points from their
nominal positions. If PowerINSPECT’s coloured
“confetti” is being used, the deviation of each
probed point can be shown alongside its disc.
Alternatively, if the results are shown as deviation
lines, the value can be displayed next to the
deviation arrow. In both cases, the display of the
values makes it easier to identify the seriousness

Finally, the simulation of all inspection options
in PowerINSPECT has been made more flexible
with the ability to speed up or slow down the
progress of the simulation while it is running.
This allows any moves that come close to a
collision to be checked in more detail by running
the simulation at a slower speed. Similarly, if
a change is made to an existing routine, the
user can run the unchanged sections of the
inspection at high speed and only check the
new moves in detail.

recision and quality
Martinolini began the business in a renovated
shed. From the start, the company made
moulds for all types of customers. Most of
the tooling now produced is for engineering,
cosmetics and medical applications.
The company grew steadily through the 1970s
and 1980s. This expansion prompted a move
to much larger premises in Mesenzana in the
province of Varese, where Fomar Stamp could
focus on larger and more complex moulds.
Mesenzana is not far from the Swiss border,
which lead to increasing business in that
country. Now, 90% of the company’s production
is for foreign customers, especially for clients
in Switzerland.
“Fomar Stamp is known for the high quality
and precision of our products, for our speed in
meeting our customers’ demands and for our
on-time deliveries,” Mr. Fontana said proudly.
“To maintain these standards, it is necessary
to have not only a long personal experience
in the industry but also modern machine tools
and CADCAM solutions of high accuracy and
high reliability.”
As part of its expansion strategy, Fomar Stamp
started to investigate five-axis milling, believing
that the technology could improve its
productivity and allow it to produce tooling

that was difficult or expensive to make with
only three-axis equipment. However, the new
equipment meant that the existing CAM system
would need to be replaced.
Fomar Stamp reviewed systems from four
CAM companies before selecting the two
that appeared to be the most suitable for
a final machining benchmark. The results
convinced the company to choose PowerMILL
as its five-axis software. The decision was
based not only on the quality and precision
of its five-axis strategies, but also because
the Delcam software appeared to offer more

powerful and flexible three-axis options than
the other CAM solutions.
“In addition, PowerMILL looked to be very easy
to learn and to use, even though it included
many advanced technologies,” commented
Marco De Vittori, Project Manager at Fomar
Stamp. “We noticed immediately that the
software appeared to have been developed
by a software house that understands very
well the mouldmakers’ needs and the
problems they face.”
As a result, Fomar Stamp purchased two
PowerMILL five-axis licences,
with advanced simulation
and verification, to provide
programs for its three-axis
and five-axis Mikron milling
centres, plus two licences
of the PowerMILL Surfacer
data editing and repair
module. The company also
added the FeatureWIRE
software for its wire EDM
equipment.

Five-axis machining was
needed at Fomar Stamp to
tackle more complex parts
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A series of new
options for heel
creation have been
added to ShoeMaker

New footwear
design and
costing
software

Delcam CRISPIN has released the 2014 versions of its
ShoeMaker CAD software for the design of all types of footwear
and of its ShoeCost software for the prediction and
management of the cost of their manufacture. For further details
on both releases, please go to www.footwear-cadcam.com.
With the KeyShot rendering software now
built in to ShoeMaker, laptops, tablets or smartphones can be used to show more realistic
images of new designs to prospective buyers
for styling and marketing reviews. This reduces
the need for physical samples, cutting overall
costs and shortening product time to market.
Similarly, using more realistic images improves
communications between design and
manufacturing teams, minimising the chance
of errors and again helping to introduce new
designs to market more quickly.
The images have also been made more realistic
with more options for shoe relaxation. The
relaxation can now be spread either smoothly
or linearly, and with different effects for designs
that either do or do not feature a tongue.
ShoeMaker 2014 also has the ability to design
a boot-leg extension for any last. The full range
of dimensions to control the shape of the
extension can be entered and edited in the 2D
window, and the design is then created in 3D.
Once the design has been
finalised, it is possible to
grade the extension area
simultaneously with the
other areas of the last.
A new series of options
for heel creation has been
added, including options
specifically for the design
of stiletto, flat-breast and
straight heels. A range of
sliders and buttons can
be used to adjust the heel
parameters, such as the
amount of curvature on
the front, back and sides
of the heel, and the
tangency at the top
of the curves.

Boot-leg extensions can be modelled and graded within ShoeMaker

A key part of ShoeMaker’s ability to speed
up the creation of novel designs is the
large library of data supplied with the
software, including ranges of materials
of different types and colours, plus
accessories including eyelets, buckles
and zips. This library has been extended
with the addition of more styles of loops,
most of which can also be used as lugs.
Two new stitch types have also been
added to the stitch library.
ShoeCost 2014 provides a clear
breakdown of all the costs involved in
footwear manufacture, making it easy to
compare the actual cost of the shoe to the
target cost. Costs can be included for cut
pattern pieces and components, as well as for
labour and overheads. The overall cost for the
shoe changes dynamically when the simple drag
and drop functionality is used to add or remove
elements of the design, such as pattern pieces
and components. This makes it easy
for footwear professionals to stay within their
target cost and to produce accurate costing
reports quickly.
A key feature of ShoeCost 2014 is its flexible
approach to reporting. The interface has been
made fully customisable, enabling users
to choose which tools to display and where
to locate them on the screen, so making the
software as easy to use as possible.
In addition, users can choose from 38 variables,
such as material colour, total nested area and
efficiency of material usage, to include in their
reports. Each option can be selected from
a menu, and the user can determine
how each variable is presented
on the screen, making it easier
than ever for footwear professionals
to produce a costing report that
is specific to their business.

Nesting in ShoeCost has been made both quicker and easier

The latest updates make nesting for both leather
hides and synthetic materials quick and easy.
Leather templates included with the software
can be used immediately, while, for optimum
accuracy, quality zones can be defined within
digitised leather hides within just a few minutes.
ShoeCost allocates pattern pieces to an
appropriate quality zone automatically, and can
even utilise spare space in better-quality zones
if necessary to ensure that the maximum yield
is achieved.

KeyShot rendering in ShoeMaker allows extremely
realistic images to be created
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The release of PartMaker 2014 sees the
introduction of Delcam’s Vortex highefficiency strategy for area clearance
into the PartMaker CAM suite. Other
enhancements in the 2014 version
include improved back-turning and
2D pocketing functionality, support
for additional tool types and faster
programming of lead-in and lead-out
moves, plus a new NC program
viewer and many other improvements.
PartMaker 2014 includes the Vortex high-efficiency area clearance strategy

Vortex and more
in PartMaker 2014
Vortex is Delcam’s newest proprietary
high-speed roughing technology. Vortex
controls the maximum engagement angle
of the cutter in the material, such that the
angle calculated for the programmed stepover
is never exceeded, even in internal corners.
This allows optimal cutting conditions
to be maintained throughout the toolpath.
By controlling the maximum engagement
angle and the load on the tool, Vortex can
take deeper cuts than traditionally used in
roughing operations. Depths of cut up to the
full flute length enable the maximum material
removal rate from solid carbide tooling and
reduce machining times by up to 70%. Vortex
is available as a free upgrade to licensees of
PartMaker’s Advanced Surface Machining
(ASM) module that are on maintenance.
PartMaker 2014 includes improved functionality
to support the automated programming of
back-turning tools. These tools are used across
a wide variety of small-part turning applications,
particularly in Swiss machining. With their
unique geometry and cutting characteristics,
back-turning tools can eliminate the need for
multiple tools and so can reduce cycle time
and improve surface finish.

“

Vortex controls the maximum
engagement angle of the
cutter in the material, such
that the angle calculated
for the programmed stepover
is never exceeded, even
in internal corners. This
allows optimal cutting
conditions to be maintained
throughout the toolpath.

”

A new option to make programming of
more complex machines much easier is
the NC Program Viewer function. This
allows improved analysis of the NC code
generated by PartMaker to help achieve
optimum productivity from the machine.
It also includes unique functionality for
automatically aligning “wait” or “sync”
codes for multi-channel machines.
By simply clicking the “Align Wait/Queue
Commands” button, the user can quickly
see which processes are being executed
simultaneously across a multi-channel
CNC program and so identify
opportunities for a more efficient
sequence of operations. This functionality
can be applied automatically to a broad
spectrum of combinations of machine
controls with multi-axis turn-mill machines
and Swiss-type lathes.

Improved 2D pocketing gives more efficient and more intelligent
material removal

However, given the multiple included angles
and programmable radii found on these tools,
they can present toolpath calculation challenges.
PartMaker 2014 overcomes these challenges
with a unique, proprietary method for automating
programming with back-turning tools on both
the inside and outside diameter of turned parts.
Another area that has been improved is 2D
pocketing. This more powerful functionality
allows for more efficient and more intelligent
material removal from 2D pockets. The raster
finishing strategy in PartMaker ASM has also
been enhanced, resulting in less fragmented
toolpaths without overlaps when machining
highly complex shapes, thus improving part
surface finish. Removing overlaps also has
the added benefit of reducing cycle time by
preventing over-machining of parts and by
minimising lifting of the tool.
PartMaker 2014 lets users enter lead-in and
lead-out moves faster than ever before for both
turning and milling operations. The lead-in and
lead-out dialogues have been combined into one
form where values can automatically be copied
from lead-in moves to lead-out moves, or vice
versa. This productivity enhancement speeds
up programming, reduces mouse clicks and
decreases the chance of making an error.

“

Vortex is available as a
free upgrade to licensees of
PartMaker’s Advanced Surface
Machining (ASM) module
that are on maintenance.

”

PartMaker’s extensive tool database now
includes explicit selections for tapered end-mills
as well as neutral turning tools and back-turning
tools. Additionally, the software now
automatically gives users the choice to choose
between a flat-bottom, bull-nose or ball-nose
end-mill when creating a new end-mill. The use
of back-turning tools and tapered end-mills is
available as a free upgrade to maintained
licensees of PartMaker’s Advanced Tools option.
For full details on PartMaker 2014,
please go to the Learning Zone at
www.delcam.tv/pmk2014/lz
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Latest dental software
Delcam has launched major upgrades to its DentCAD and DentMILL software for the design
and manufacture of all types of dental restoration, including crowns, bridges, customised
abutments and dental bars.
The new release of DentCAD includes
improvements to the shaping of restorations
such as crowns and bridges, enhancements
to the design of dental bars and more flexible
tools for the editing of abutments. DentCAD
2014 also incorporates four new libraries of
implants, from Bionumeric, Denracle, MIS
and NT Trading.
The improvements to the shaping tools build
on the high-definition method for modelling
introduced last year to give much better
representation of fine details such as cusps
and fissures on the tooth. The new methods
allow much more dynamic editing, with
greater control over the final shape. In
addition, full undo and redo is now available
on all commands, and a new option has
been added giving the ability to restore
the original shape in any area of the design.

DentMILL 2014 includes more flexible nesting tools

The new interface features a reduced number
of toolbars to allow the maximum screen space
for toolpath generation and simulation, together
with bolder and clearer icons.
Material use has been made more efficient
with improved and more flexible nesting tools
to position the various restorations within the
block. As well as being positioned in the most
efficient 2D arrangement, the restorations are
orientated in the optimum 3D alignment so
that the most cost-effective thickness of
material block can be used. This ability to tilt
the restorations also allows items higher than
the block thickness to be oriented so that
they can be machined.
Improved modelling in DentCAD 2014 gives greater control
over the shape of the restoration

An improved user interface for dental bar design
has been added to give easier manipulation of
the shape, dimensions and position of the bar.
In addition, it is now possible to use multiple
cross-sections in the same bar.
Other new options include the ability to edit
the top shape of the abutment and to add a
shoulder to the abutment. Improvements to
the existing tools for abutment editing include
options to add secondary draft to the side
wall of the abutment and to flatten its top.
DentCAD has also benefited from developments
in Delcam’s DentSCAN scanner that allow
accurate scanning of complex superstructure
wax-ups in a single operation. The scan data
can be imported into DentCAD as one file and
converted into a precise duplicate model for
machining.
DentMILL 2014 includes a clearer interface to
make the system even easier to learn and to
use, automatic prep-line creation, improved
nesting for more efficient use of materials and
faster calculation times.

automatically the appropriate shrinkage
allowance and milling templates for the material
selected. Partly-used blocks can be added
back into the stock-management system
so that the material remaining can be used
on future projects.
Finally, the milling templates supplied with the
software now cover a wider range of materials,
including titanium, cobalt-chrome and glass
ceramics. Of course, users can still develop
their own templates for any additional materials
that they machine.

DentMILL incorporates an intelligent stockmanagement system that allows the user
to select only sizes of material block that are
currently in stock and that are suitable for the
specified machine fixture. The software applies

A new interface for design of
dental bars gives more control
over the shape of the bar
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The latest developments in OrthoModel will be described during the Orthotics Technology Forum

Orthotics Technology
Forum 2014
Following successful events in the UK and USA over the last three
years, Delcam will host the Orthotics Technology Forum on both
sides of the Atlantic in 2014. The first meeting will be held in Chicago
at Loyola University on 5th and 6th June and the second at the
Evoluon Centre in Eindhoven, the Netherlands, on 18th September.
Like the previous meetings in the series,
the 2014 meetings will cover new technologies
and processes designed to assist practitioners
and laboratories in prescribing, designing
and manufacturing custom orthotic insoles.
For more information, please visit
www.orthotics-technology-forum.com.
Loyola University was founded in 1909 and
established a medical department affiliated with
Illinois Medical College soon after. The Podiatry
section within its Department of Orthopaedic
Surgery & Rehabilitation is active in patient care
and education, as well as undertaking clinical
and basic science research, with a record of
numerous nationally-recognised scientific
publications and presentations.
Eindhoven is one of the largest cities in the
Netherlands, and a leading centre for technology
and research. It is best known as the original site
of Philips, one of the largest electronics firms in
the world, and several universities, including the
Fontys University, School for Podiatry. The

Loyola University, Chicago

Forum will be based in the futuristic-looking
Evoluon Centre, which started life as The Philips
Museum and is now an impressive international
conference centre.
Next year’s European event is being run
alongside The Dutch Society of Podiatry (NVvP)
Annual Congress, an event for high-level clinical
discussion to be held on 19th September.
Bringing the two events together in the same
venue on consecutive days gives delegates
a unique opportunity to attend two days of
presentations, discussions and hands-on
workshops, covering both clinical and
technological topics.
Delcam is currently developing the programs
for both the North American and European
meetings. International speakers are being
contacted for presentations leading the way
in developing and using different types of
technology. Topics to be covered include
hardware devices to help measure
biomechanical features, pressure and

Evoluon Centre in Eindhoven, Netherlands

anatomical form, and CADCAM tools for
plasterless manufacture, as well as new
ideas for increasing productivity and reducing
manufacturing costs. Researchers, laboratories
and practitioners interested in speaking at either
the US or the European Forum should contact
Chris Lawrie at cl@delcam.com.
A number of sponsorship options are
available for suppliers of materials and
equipment to the custom orthotics industry.
Full details are available from Mary Shaw at
mes@delcam.com for the North American
Forum or from Hannah Harlock at
hlh@delcam.com for the European Forum.
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Asian update
Best CAM Systems Provider
Delcam was presented
with the Best CAM Systems
Provider Award at the Asian
Manufacturing Awards
organised by Contineo Media,
publisher of Control Engineering
Asia and a number of other
regional B2B titles, and held
at the Pan Pacific Hotel in
Singapore last September.
The citation for Delcam recognised that
the company has long been known for its CAM
products and expertise, and that its software
has a vital role in converting data from CAD
design models into precise instructions for
machine tools.

Vineet Seth, Managing Director of Delcam India and Middle East, accepts the Best CAM Systems
Provider Award from Kumar Pisharath, Vice President of CAN Group, one of the Award judges

“It is companies such as the ones recognised
here tonight, including Delcam, that regional
manufacturers are relying on in order to ramp
up productivity, boost quality, increase service
levels, meet stringent regulatory requirements
and help become environmentally responsible
members of their communities,” claimed
Contineo Media CEO Raymond Wong in his
keynote address at the Awards ceremony.

Technical Summit
in Thailand
Delcam held its 2013 Asian Technical Summit in Thailand
in August, where the company presented its latest
technical and financial news to the technical media,
customers and academics from the region.
Headline sponsor for the meeting, the
thirteenth in the series, was HP, with the event
also being supported by ABB Robots, Castrol,
Mazak, Renishaw and Sandvik.
Delcam’s presentations at the Summit focused
on the latest versions of the company’s range
of CAM systems. Updates were also included
on the other software in the Delcam portfolio,
including the company’s design and inspection
programs, plus its dedicated software for the
footwear, orthotics and dental industries.
Recent progress in the use of robots for
machining was covered in presentations from
Delcam and from ABB Robots.

Presentations were also given by
three Delcam customers: Li Xinbo
of First Auto Works and Yin Lu of
Harbin Aircraft Industry, who
described the use of PowerMILL within
their organisations, and Assoc. Prof. Dr. Surasith
Piyasin from the Department of Mechanical
Engineering at Khon Kaen University, who
talked about his use of Delcam software in
medical applications.
The programme also included a visit to three
factories within the Thai Summit Group,
Delcam’s largest customer in Thailand, where
delegates were shown how the software is used
in the manufacture of a wide range of tooling,
principally for the automotive industry.

Delegates to the 2013 Delcam Asian Technical Summit
visited the Mazak (Thailand) Technology Center

Another highlight was a visit to the Mazak
(Thailand) Technology Center. This included
demonstrations of milling, turning and multitasking equipment, all programmed with
Delcam software, plus an example of OnMachine Verification using Renishaw probes
and programming with PowerINSPECT.
A video made during the visit can be seen at
www.delcam.tv/delcam-mazak-thailand.
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2,500 customers in China
Delcam recently added its
2,500th customer in China;
Star Prototype Manufacturing
Co., Ltd, based in Zhongshan
Torch Development Zone in
Guangdong Province. The
company ordered multiple
copies of PowerSHAPE
and PowerMILL.
To mark this landmark achievement,
David You, Operating General Manager of
Delcam China, presented a plaque to delegates
from Star Prototype during the Delcam China
2013 New Product Launches and Technology
Seminar held in DongGuan during October.

Western technology and equipment with the
prototype engineering expertise of its Chinese
engineers, Star Prototype offers customers
high-quality products and services. With its
commitment to customer satisfaction, Star
Prototype has established long-term
relationships with some of the most renowned
companies in the world, including Mercedes,
Siemens, HP, Philips and Nestlé.

Representatives of Star Prototype with Delcam
staff at the 2,500th customer presentation

Star Prototype is one of the leading rapid
prototyping and tooling companies in the world.
Established by Gordon Styles, an experienced
British engineer, Star Prototype is the only
prototype engineering company run by a foreign
entrepreneur in China. Combining the best of

Star Prototype has purchased PowerSHAPE
CAD and PowerMILL to further enhance the
company’s rapid prototyping and rapid tooling
capabilities. The programs are already being
used for quick die and electrode design, and
for rapid tooling manufacture. The first-class
technical support provided by staff from Delcam
China has allowed Star Prototype to use the
software efficiently in the shortest possible
time and to gain the maximum productivity
from its capabilities.

Biggest ever User
Group Conference
Delcam’s South Korean joint
venture, Hankook Delcam,
held its 24th User Group
Conference in Daegu on
18th and 19th October with
the theme “Go Together”.
Over 1,100 attendees set
a new record for the event,
reinforcing its position as the
world’s largest meeting for
CAM users.
The meeting was sponsored by hardware
supplier, HP, and two of Hankook Delcam’s
machine tool partners, Yamazen and Exeron.
Guest speakers included Park Sun-Hwang,
President of the Korea Die and Mold Industry
Cooperative, and Jeong Bong-Hyup, President
of Korea Polytechnics College, as well as
Delcam Chief Executive, Clive Martell.

Over 1,100 delegates at the 2013 event confirmed
the status of the Hankook Delcam User Conference
as the world’s largest meeting for CAM users

The other presentations during the meeting
covered the latest developments across the
range of Delcam software for design, modelling
for manufacture, machining and inspection.

the Hankook Delcam Automation Solution
(HDAS) that enables innovation across the entire
manufacturing process. This novel technology is
attracting great interest from companies wishing
to improve their productivity by automating their
processes.

New technology was also described from
Hankook Delcam, in particular developments in

The meeting also featured the awards ceremony
for the winners of the Korean section of the 2nd

Global CAM Skills Competition, who have
qualified for the World Championships to be held
early this year. This Competition, which was
open to local high-school students and college
students, is held each year as part of Hankook
Delcam’s support for the development of CAM
software skills to meet the needs of the country’s
manufacturing industry.
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For more news, go to
www.delcam.com
www.delcam.tv

Vortex added across
CAM
range
Following the introduction
of the Vortex strategy in
PowerMILL 2014 last
September, Delcam’s new
high-efficiency area-clearance
strategy has now been added
to FeatureCAM, PartMaker
and Delcam for SolidWorks.

Vortex has now been added into FeatureCAM

Vortex gives the fastest safe metal removal
from solid carbide tooling, in particular designs
that give deeper cuts by using the full flute length
as the cutting surface. It can be used for twoand three-axis roughing, three-plus-two-axis
area clearance and rest machining. It gives
benefits when machining all types of materials,
including titanium, tool steel and alloys such
as Inconel.
Vortex produces toolpaths with a controlled
engagement angle and so maintains the
optimum cutting conditions for the toolpath
that would normally be possible only for the
straight-line moves. As a result, higher feed
rates are possible so the cutting time will be
shorter, while cutting will be undertaken at a
more consistent volume-removal rate and at
a constant feedrate, so protecting the machine.
The constant feedrate achieved with Vortex is
a fundamental difference from other high-speed
roughing techniques. Trials at Delcam have
shown that this approach is more reliable as
it can often be difficult to predict exactly how
machine tools will react to changing feedrates.
Vortex also uses a minimum radius parameter,
calculated to make sure that the machine tool
can keep up the cutting feedrate in corners
and, more generally, for any non-straight part
of the toolpath. This makes things more
predictable since the machine should run at
the programmed feedrate throughout and not

The extent to which time can be saved with
Vortex will vary depending on a number of
factors, including the material and shape being
cut, and the machine tool and cutting tools
being used. A series of trials run by Delcam
on different machine tools within its Advanced
Manufacturing Facility has shown that a time
saving of at least 40% is quite achievable, with
the biggest percentage savings being found
when cutting a sample part in tool steel. The
cycle time for the part was reduced from 121
minutes to 34 minutes, a reduction of 71%.

A time saving of 63% was achieved on this titanium part

slow down in the way that it could on other
kinds of toolpath.
The control of the engagement angle also
makes the performance of the tool more
predictable since it is operating closer to the
optimum cutting conditions associated with a
straight-line cut. This means that it is easier to
adjust the feeds and speeds when machining
a particular part such that a tool can be relied
on to cut, for example, ten components before
it needs to be changed. A tool change can then
be added into the program where appropriate
so that lights-out machining can be undertaken
safely and consistently on a long series of parts
either overnight or across a weekend.

Other examples included a reduction of 67%
when cutting a number of pockets in a stainless
steel part, a 63% time saving on a titanium part
and a 58% saving when cutting an aluminium
component.
The exact effect on tool life also varies from
project to project. In one example, where
2,000 stainless steel components were being
produced monthly, the number of tools used
was reduced from 300 to 100 each month. The
replacement tools were more expensive but the
overall costs were still reduced by around 50%.
In another case, the user was able to produce
a similar number of parts with a smaller, cheaper
tool costing around half as much, about £80
instead of £180. With almost 900 parts being
produced each month and both tools able to
cut 9 parts before needing replacement; the
saving was almost £10,000 per month.
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